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ngela Vidal and her cameraman Scott Percival,
set out to film a report on the night shift of a Los
Angeles fire station. Angela and Scott are introduced to firefighters. A medical emergency at an apartment complex is reported and the night shift is sent
in. Yuri the building manager leads everyone and two
police officers, James and Danny, to the apartment of
Mrs. Espinoza, the source of prior screaming. Yuri
knocks, waits, then unlocks the door and a dog runs
out. Inside, Espinoza is hysterical. While trying to subdue the crazed elder, James gets bitten by Espinoza.

ernard, Sadie, Angela, and Scott sneak upstairs to Bernard and Sadie’s apartment, where they have a television
hooked up to an antenna; without the use of cable television, they will be able to watch the news reports and learn
more about what’s going on. They watch a news report on television states that everyone was evacuated from the
apartment complex before the police began to quarantine the building, an obvious lie. Danny rounds everyone up and
informs them that Centers for Disease Control and Prevention agents are coming in to give blood tests. Lawrence corrects him by saying the only way to test for rabies is through a brain sample, While performing a role call of all the tenants
to make sure everyone who is still alive is in the room, Yuri reveals that the attic is being rented by a man from Boston.

A

few men downstairs fight to contain the infected, but the hungry monsters get them and attack
Kathy. Scott, Angela, Jake, Yuri, Wanda, Bernard, and Sadie run into an apartment and lock the infected people out. The CDC agent sitting in an adjacent
room reveals that he has been bitten, as well as Sadie.
Bernard, refusing to allow any of the others to harm her
in order to protect themselves, tears the plastic from
the window in an attempt to obtain help. In response,
he is shot by a sniper who misses the others. Yuri remembers that, in his apartment, there are keys to get to
the sewers from the basement, but is then attacked by
the CDC agent in the other room. Wanda is attacked
by Sadie, forcing Jake, Scott, and Angela to run to
Yuri’s apartment to search for the keys. After they find
the keys, Jake and Scott fight off several infected tenants until Yuri bites Jake. Danny barrels up the stairs
roaring and chases Angela and Scott into the attic,
belonging to the aforementioned absent Bostonian.
they discover evidence that explains the man from
Boston was part of a doomsday cult, which broke
into a military biological facility to steal the Armageddon Virus. Scott investigates a noise in the attic
and ducks from being attacked by an infected boy,
Angela and Scott use the night vision setting on the
camera to discover an emaciated man, most likely
the man from Boston, He walks past them, but attacks Scott. The infected man starts eating Scott, but
then hears and attacks Angela, knocking her and the
camera to the floor. Angela tries to crawl back to the
camera, but is dragged screaming into the darkness.
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